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CHAPTER X 
PRODUCTION 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC TION 
The subject matter taught in the commercial course of any 
high school is determined by what the students desire to do af¬ 
ter graduation from high school* The majority of high school 
students do not continue their education, but go to work im¬ 
mediately after graduation. Therefore, it is necessary for 
any commercial department to determine what types of positions 
their graduates will fill, and how capably they fill them. 
Types of Positions Held by High School Graduates — 
Most of the graduates of the commercial department will find 
positions in offices doing stenographic work, typing, general 
office work, or bookkeeping. Another large group will find 
work in retail stores as clerks. A need arises, then, to 
teach these pupils the tools needed for their respective po¬ 
sitions. 
Commercial Education—A Training for Life — Commercial 
education, today, is not the narrow training which was cus¬ 
tomary in the early days of commercial education. We are not 
training typists, or stenographers for the job alone, but w© 
must be mindful of the fact that these people will also be en¬ 
gaged In activities as citizens of this democracy. They will 
be consumers as well as producers; they will make contracts; 
they will engage in community projects, and they will vote* 
The business curriculum must involve broader outcomes than 
purely commercial. The pupils must be prepared for active 
citizenship in a democracy. If they are not to be one-sided 
- O - 
individuals, they must be educated mentally, morally, and phy¬ 
sically. 
The commercial department must also be mindful of that 
group of pupils who do not remain to graduate. They must have 
a general training which fits them to take their places as 
citizens. They must have the basic tools, civic training, and 
health education which will enable them to take their places 
in society. 
Need for a Cultural Background During Ninth and Tenth Years 
With all these problems in mind, the Holyoke High School Commer¬ 
cial Department has tried to so arrange the sequence of subjects 
that a commercial student will have a general background during 
his ninth and tenth years, and more specialized training during 
the eleventh and twelfth years. 
During the ninth year, a commercial student elects only 
one commercial subject. Junior Business Training. This sub¬ 
ject is valuable for all as it deals with information which all 
intelligent individuals must be familiar with, such as checking 
accounts, reading time-tables, making telephone calls, budget¬ 
ing, etc. The rest of his course is general in nature and in¬ 
cludes the necessary fundamentals of English, Mathematics, and 
General Science. 
In the tenth year, Bookkeeping and Typewriting are the two 
commercial subjects. While Industrial Geography is studied 
during this year, this subject is more general in outlook since 
it deals with countries, peoples, and industries and endoev- 
ora to glv© an understanding of the peoples of the world* 
T sn the com ercial ©ubjeete taught during tlue sophomore 
year are only partly vocational* The cauras in Bookkeeping, 
for Instance, endeavors to give more of a background for busi¬ 
ness rather than to teach bookkeepers. Chocklr^j account© are 
used; business papers are studied; budget© are followed; and 
sinple rules for accounts are used. I bile fypwritlng is aain* 
ly eoasawiil in nature, part of the year is spent on personal 
letter writing, and the typing of manuscripts, this program 
of studies leaves the sophomore one period a day for an elective* 
P*3lnni^^^ . in lovobth fea^ — The trend 
in the eleventh year is vocational* ^hi© year, a pupil oust sake 
a choice bots/oon the b topographic and bookkeeping Courses* If 
a pupil chooses the b telegraphic Course, he Ims a full-tioa 
schedule with five major subjects plus Physical education* 
Holyoke High school operates on a six-period day and the steno¬ 
graphic student bos the following subjects; English 1X1, Si©&* 
ograpby X» Typewriting II, U* S* History, business Arithmetic, 
and Physical £. ucc.tlon* Llth five major subjects, and one minor, 
be has no time to elect bookkeeping even though ho would like 
to continue with it along with his Stenographic Course* Another 
conflict arising at this time is the desire of some of the pupils 
to continue a fear sign language started during the tenth year* 
By special permission from the principal or dean, a pupil nay 
5 
drop Business Arithmetic, end in its place elect Bookkeeping 
or continue the language started during the sophomore year* 
This conflict will be done away with by another year as The 
Gregg Publishing Company has revised its system of shorthand 
so that it can be taught in half the usual time. This will 
make it possible for pupils to take both bookkeeping and sten¬ 
ography without crowding their programs. 
Vocational Trend Continued During Twelfth Year — During 
the senior year, the stenographic students continue with Sten¬ 
ography II, and Typewriting III. In addition* they study Sec¬ 
retarial Office Practice, and learn to use the various calcu¬ 
lating machines used in modern offices* Of course, the work 
carried on in both Stenography and Typewriting is mainly dic¬ 
tation and transcription at various speeds. The Secretarial 
Office Practice Course includes lessons on office conduct, im¬ 
proving one*s personality, good grooming hints, etc* This 
senior year is mainly vocational, and there is little room for 
subjects having a social-business content. 
Plight of the Bookkeeping Student — The student who elected 
the Bookkeeping Course during his eleventh year has the same type 
of problem confronting him as that which disturbed the stenog¬ 
raphic student* Perhaps, the pupil who chose the Bookkeeping 
Course would have liked to elect Stenography as well* However, 
he, too, has a full-time day, and unless he drops Business Arith¬ 
metic, he does not have the time for Stenography. His require- 
** q m 
ments of English IXXBa Bookkeeping II, Business Arithmetic, 
U* L• History and Physical Education give him a heavy program# 
iVhile he has one free period a day, the school officials do 
not recommend a schedule having five major subjects as they 
believe it is too heavy for the average student* A number of 
students elect French or punish during their sophomore year, 
and it must bo continued another year in order to receive 
their credits* This adds another problem to the bookkeeping 
student who would like to elect stenography* The twelfth 
year is a continuation of Bookkeeping, in audition, the pupil 
studies English 1VB, Calculating Eachinee, Filing, Business 
Law, and Economic8• If a foreign language was started in the 
sophomore year, it may be continued, however, this leaves no 
time for any other electives* 
English Course Leans Toward College Preparatory Training — 
The course of study for all English classes whether they are 
college groups, or commercial groups is the same* The only 
difference is that in college groups, more time is spent on 
literature, while in commercial classes, more time is spent on 
letter writing* If a pupil shows a greet deficiency in his 
knowledge of English, he is enrolled in a class in Remedial 
English until ho is able to continue with the regular course* 
Both collage and commercial groups have the same book list 
to choose from so that a commercial student can read as many 
worth-while books as a college preparatory student. All com¬ 
mercial students are grouped together in English B* 
7 - 
Weakness of Commercial Education — The problem at Holyoke 
High School is the same as that experienced by all comfnercial 
departments. In general, the social-business content should be 
strengthened, and there should be room in the commercial cur¬ 
riculum for subjects having more of an academic nature. If there 
« 
is any weakness, it apparently lies in an over-emphasis of the 
skill subjects and the under-emphasizing of the general and 
social-business education. 
Need for Specific Critera for Establishing Standards for 
Commercial Training Programs — Businessmen who have had un¬ 
satisfactory experience v/ith newly trained employees frequent¬ 
ly criticize the training provided in the public schools. No 
doubt, some of it is Justified, but unless the schools know 
why the graduates are doing unaatisfactory work, the situation 
can not be remedied. There is Just one way to attack this 
problem and that is to go to the source. Business education 
needs the cooperation of business—not Just criticism. By 
talking over our mutual problems together, we can raise the 
standards of our department. 
The graduates of the commercial department are another 
valuable source of information* After having had experience 
on the Job, they can furnish worth-while suggestions which 
will improve the value of commercial education. A school, 
like a business, should stop and take inventory, and then 
with this valuable information it can forge ahead. 
CHAPTER II 
S'Jj.TEliSNT OF THE PROBLEM AND OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE USED IN 
THIS SURVEY 
PUHPOSiiS UNDERLYING THIS SURVEY 
Sfctf aVA ,M 
»M*S« OF aomM At® CWTUlilS or mOCMESI 
&t£teEK^V.oi Pro bleu — mis pro hies* Is concerned with 
an etalar^Uoa of th® Holyoke High deliool Comoro Jt&l P®.jcut%» 
in order to dot amino whether or not the Comoro i&i jdc- 
p&r tctont is mooting the needs oi the conzaunity* 
Ih© specific purposes underlying this project were; 
1* To study the experience oi local high 
school students in order to detanain© 
how our present cornersiai pragma 
sight be a&Oo to servo hotter the vo¬ 
cational interests of youth# 
Zm io discover which high school subjects 
wore of esost value to our graduates in 
their business life* 
Zm io loam which subjects experience has 
now led our business graduates to wish 
they had taken while in high school* 
4# to ascertain if there is need for any 
narked adjustments In tho transfer iron 
tile classroom to business* 
oub.1 ec ts ~ The graduates of tho Comoro isi Course in the 
graduation classes of 1944, 1947, and 194d* Employers of those 
graduates were sent questionnaires to be filled out* 
Materials — Hueationn&ires, and telephone conversations# 
.Procedure — &) Dist general and specific aims of Commer¬ 
cial Coarse. 
b) Compile and mail questionnaires. 
c) dtuciy questiorinairea to see if aims are 
being realiseu. 
d) Draw conclusions. 
On December 22, 1949, 190 questionnaires were mailed to 
commercial *praduate© of the classes of 1946, 1947, and 1948. 
On January 16, 1900, a follow-up card wee sent to those who 
had failed to return their questionnaires. By January 31, 1950, 
143 questionnaire© had been filled in and returned. One ques¬ 
tionnaire was returned a© the addressee could not be located, 
another graduate had died. binco the graduates did not answer 
all questions, it was impossible to get 143 answers to all 
questions. 
On January 26, 1950, 84 questionnaires were mailed to execu¬ 
tives employing these graduates, in addition, a letter signed by 
the principal of the high school accompanied this questionnaire. 
This letter ashed for cooperation for our mutual interests. On 
March 1, 1950, 52 questionnaires had been returned. Several ex¬ 
ecutives wrote letters accompanying their questionnaires, and 
others wrote letters instead of answering their questionnaires. 
Since all questions on the questionnaire were not answered, it 
was impossible to obtain 58 answers to all questions. 
Data and conclusions drawn from following the above proced¬ 
ure are presented in the following chapters. 
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Used in Bating Xmportcincc of subjects studied at 
ife Agofe*.MIn order to evaluate objectively the 1&• 
portance of subjects studio^ at liolyoke High School* it was ne¬ 
cessary to evolve a system which would deal impartially with 
all subjects* In order to do this* a rating system was used* 
The rating system follows: 
Position Humber of Points 
1 
2 
$ 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
To illustrate: Typewriting received thirty-four questionnaires 
giving it first place in importance* dines first position is 
worth eight points* thirty-four multiplied by eight would give 
Typewriting two hundred and seventy-two points for first posi¬ 
tion* Typewriting had forty-seven questionnaires granting it 
second place* Seven points was allowed for second place, so 
forty-seven multiplied by seven would give Typewriting a score 
of three hundred and twenty-nine point© for second piece* 
This system was carried through the sixth position as Type¬ 
writing had no score in the seventh or eighth place* The total 
score for Typewriting was seven hundred and forty-two points. 
TABLE II 
SUBJECTS STUDIED AT HOLYOKE HIGH SCHOOL 
FOUND USEFUL OH THE JOB 
Subjects Place Score 
Typewriting 1 742 
English 2 610 
Office Machines 3 502 
Filing 4 470 
Bookkeeping 5 391 
Mathematics 6 372 
Stenography 7 343 
History S 11 
French 9 10 
Sc ienc e 10 6 
Speech 11 5 
Biology 11 5 
Spanish 12 2 
Geography 12 2 
Commercial Law 13 1 
- 15 
Interpretation of Data in Table II — Based upon the in¬ 
formation contained in Table II, it seems that Typewriting 
was of most value to the commercial graduates; with English, 
Office Machines, Filing, and Bookkeeping rating in the order 
listed. It is not at all surprising to find Typewriting occu¬ 
pying the first position as practically all written work in a 
business office is typed, and today even personal correspond¬ 
ence may be done on the typewriter. Not only did Typewriting 
lead for first position, but it has the greatest number of 
graduates selecting it for second place as well. This further 
substantiates the claim that Typewriting is the most valuable 
subject taught in the Commercial Course. It scored seven hun¬ 
dred and forty-two points with its nearest competitor scoring 
six hundred and ten points. 
Value Given English by Commercial Graduates — Although 
English was placea first in importance by only twenty-one of 
the graduates, it appears in practically every position, so 
its total score of six hundred and ten places it second in im¬ 
portance. This is not at all surprising as the foundation for 
any course depends upon a strong English background. Without 
a knowledge of English, a pupil could neither read nor inter¬ 
pret his bookkeeping. No matter how accurate the shorthand 
notes, they would be valueless unless transcribed in good form. 
The Holyoke High School Commercial Department recognizes the 
value of English by insisting that all students who elect Sten¬ 
ography have a in English. Most teachers would place Eng- 
* w * 
»** 
in fir a a place in importance instead of in second place* 
IiO doubt, the graduates overlooked the fact that typewriting 
©ouia is a impossible without a knowledge of liigiish* For Imp© 
they ware thinking more of the skills used on tho job such a© 
type writing, taking diciatio n, chocking figure a, etc* 
value, of Office kachiaos — Office Machines rated third 
in importance according to the compareie*l graduates. Although, 
orgy thirteen graduates considered Office Machines first in im¬ 
portance, it rated in six out of eight positions* this would 
seem to indicate that these young office workers use machines 
at least pert of the day in their daily work* Possibly, tease 
people do typewriting, stenography# cleric 1, or bookkeeping 
work for tec greater port of the day, and check tea accuracy 
of their work by making use of the calculating machines* Only 
one student indicated that she made use of the bookkeeping ma¬ 
chine* this would add strength to tea theory that do at of tee 
graduates work in smaller offices where they take complete 
charge of all the office work* 
Value of Filing — Following in close order behind Office 
Machines, we find Filing a close fourth* this would again sub¬ 
stantiate tec claim that moat of those former students are work- 
in,, In small offices where they take complete charge of all the 
correspond arm © from the taking of the dictation to the mailing 
of the original copy and the filing of the carbon copies* 
**i.nee most office workers are general office workers, filing 
tseuld be a part of their doily work* 
VMrn.. givon bookkeeping **» Bookksepimg placed fifth with 
a total of three hundre* and ninety-one points* As mat people 
working in tha Bookkeeping Deportment of ^ny office do, for 
to® coat p6|%, clerical work, it is not unusual to find Book* 
looping in fifth place* boat office v*©rkors are biilir^ clerks 
invoice clarka, accounts BocaIvable clerks, etc* ono would 
not expect to find ©any graduates doing the actual too-kkoaping 
work* If dost office work ora arc not bookkeepers, tdv make 
one year of Bookkeeping compulsory to all conacre ial students* 
Cofflooreial touchers believe that at least one year of bookkeep¬ 
ing helps give a student a knowledge of how business operates* 
it assists in building a business vocabulary which is neooss- 
ary for an under a tending of business methods and procedure* 
it is necessary for the stenographer, the salesman, or the 
general clerk in order to keep records in a systematic oojmer. 
Value of Uataematios — Mathematic* was given sixth po¬ 
sition in this survey, but it probably deserves a much higher 
rating* However, although it rated sixth, it appears in seven 
out of eight places so that the former students recognised its 
value* me Holyoke High hcliool Commercial Department believes 
it to bo so vital that it is compulsory for both stenographic 
and bookkeeping students* ko&t touchers would rate Mathematics 
second only to English* 
r&iae of ~tano; raohy — stenography rated seventh in im- 
pa r tone@ according to this survey* Most office employees are 
general elarie&i workers, so that it is not startling to find 
- 18 - 
^tonography in seventh piece# Twenty-three people placed it 
first, and ten placed it second in importance# This would 
lead one to hell eve that a small group of former students do 
stenographic work the main part of the day. Knowing that the 
demand for stenographers is not great, the Holyoke High School 
Commercial Department attempts to eliminate the poorer students 
from the stenographic Course# This is done by insisting that 
all pupils who plan on electing the stenographic Course must 
have a in nglish, and mast make a satisfactory rating on 
the Torse Prognostic Teat# 
Value of Other subjects — evidently, the graduates did 
not recognize the importance of the social studies for History 
and Ceograpiv were given very little value in their rating# 
The same was true of foreign languages and sciences# Of course, 
this is not surprising for these people ore not studying ad* 
vanced work, and in their daily work find little use for these 
cultural subjects. Their work is more of a mechanical nature, 
and does not require the broad background which an executive 
position would demand# 
In order to determine whether or not the Holyoke High 
School Commercial Course is complete, the graduates were asked 
to si^aify what subjects, not studied at Holyoke High School, 
might have been helpful on the Job# The following table il¬ 
lustrates the results# 
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TABLE III 
SUBJECTS. NOT STUDIED AT HOLYOK E HIGH SCHOOL, 
Y/HICH MIGHT HAVE HELPED ON THE JOB 
Subjects Place Number of Students 
Stenography 1 21 
Speech 2 14 
Salesmanship 3 11 
Bookkeeping 3 
 11 
Commercial Daw 4 8 
Business English 5 7 
French 5 7 
Mathematics 6 6 
Chemistry 6 6 
Filing 7 3 
Latin 8 2 
Office Machines 8 2 
Spanish 8 2 
Science 8 2 
Economics 9 1 
German 9 1 
Art 9 1 
Household Economics 9 1 
Typewriting II 9 1 
Industrial Geography 9 1 
9_i History 
- 30 - 
iB&Lflgifi* Kotjutudlad at Hqfjfqka Utah School, <hlch Klaht, 
H*Te on Uie Jo'o — oat of ana iiundroa eight answers to 
this question, twenty-one wish they had been given the opportu¬ 
nity 9 Ails in high school, to study stenography* These people, 
for the £ost part, were student® who had elected the Bookkeep¬ 
ing Course and due to a very heavy schedule had no tim tor 
stenography, v.hen these former students were studying Bookkeep¬ 
ing, they were obliged to taka a double period a day which left 
them no time for any elective®, since the war, this has been 
changed so that Bookkeeping occupies out one period a day* 
In the fall of 1949, Holyoke High Bchool adopted the new, re¬ 
vise.., edition of drags Shorthand, and since this can be taught 
in half the time it previously took to teach shorthand. Book¬ 
keeping students will now have an opportunity to study Stenog¬ 
raphy if they so desire, 
Demand for ggesch — Based upon the Information contained 
in Table III, it is indicated that same graduates wish they had 
been able to elect Bpeech while in high school. This is worthy 
of consideration, as it shows that the former pupils realise 
they have difficulties in expressing themselves* Touchers long 
have felt the need of more oral and written expression* It is 
gratifying to find that after some experience in the business 
world, pupils realise their lack of ability in this lino* 
Speech is an elective for all commercial students, but it would 
secia that it might bo a good idea to make it compulsory tor li 
commercial etu&onts as tho pupils who need work in speech do 
not elect it* It is only after experience in the business 
world that they realise their deficiencies* 
pejsand for Salesmanship — Since soroe of our graduates 
earn their livelihood by working in retail stores, it is not 
at all surprising to discover that some former pupils regret 
that they had been unable to elect Salesmanship while they 
were in high school* .Although Holyoke High School has a Dis¬ 
tributive Occupations Course, few elect it. The pupils in 
this curriculum spend three periods a day in high school 
studying English, Mathematics, and talesmans hip, and the re¬ 
mainder of the day they work in local stores. This course nay 
be elected the senior year only, and the working experience of 
the pupil is supervised by the Distributive Occupations teacher* 
However, the majority of tho pupils prefer the Commercial or 
General Courses, and do not wish to register for the Distribu¬ 
tive Occupations Course. An elective of Salesmanship during 
the junior and senior years would be of assistance to this 
group of students* 
Demand for Bookkeeping — The students who had elected the 
Stenographic Course while in high school discovered that a 
knowledge of bookkeeping would have been invaluable* As stated 
before, due to the revision of the Gregg .shorthand system, this 
will be possible for the students who are now in high school* 
All commercial students were obliged to take one year of book¬ 
keeping, but due to the complications which ~aeial Security and 
Federal 1neons Tax deductions brought to Payroll Departments, 
a imowladgc of more feooltifcftapiog la very helpful* 
terj^osrts in Coaraorclal Lay —, a fow 
^iiluu mentioned fr^ct that a course in C oarorc ial Law 
mala ;*&ve boon helpful. However, in rating its importance 
on the Job, it was in last position which would scorn to Inal* 
cats that mi*% of the graduates found little use for it* 
The Holyoke liigh school Compare ial Hapartaent makes Goomer- 
cial Law compulsory to ail bookkeeping a tad oats, and it is an 
elective for stamgruphic students* Shis subject should be 
taught for its personal use value, for all persons at mme 
tiiso or other, make contracts, borrow oonoy, or finance a now 
car* For any pupil training for retail store work, it would 
have value as it would teach the value of contracts, and the 
nooning of guarantees. 
for business English — Lince the English taught 
at Holyoke High dchool stresses preparation tar college, a 
eotili group of gradoats* expressed the wish for mre English 
with the emphasis on business needs* They would prefer prac¬ 
tice in the writing of business letters, and drill in vocabu¬ 
lary building. This is in keeping with the continents of com¬ 
mercial teachers who fool that a return to fundamentals is no- 
ceeaary* easiness letters are taught in the English coarse, 
hat the unit on busimose letters is a short one* It is also 
true that while a letter eny ho grassaatically correct, it may 
lack sales appeal* 
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tmm&.Jer_lrQnch — A small group of graduates indicated 
a desire for a foreign language. These people thought a knowl- 
edge of French would have helped them in understanding some of 
their customers who wore foreign horn, and who talked very lit- 
tie - nglish, If a course in conversational French could bo in¬ 
troduced, it would be helpful as Holyoke ha© quite a French 
speaking population. However, if a commercial pupil ©loots 
French, ho is Included with the college group, and spends ouch 
time studying French literature. This la not the type of lang¬ 
uage study this group of people desire, 
hemand for Other . ub/iectc — a few indicated a desire for 
more mathematics, cut since mathematic© is compulsory for all 
commercial students, most of the graduates had studied it at 
high school. Very few found any need for sciences of any kind 
since they were not in positions demandijig scientific knowledge* 
Since vocational efficiency is not the only aim of commer¬ 
cial education, the question was asked the graduates as to 
whether or not more time should be spent on subjects having a 
cultural background, or whether they believe more time should 
be spent on the skill subjects* In order to ascertain any 
trouble which the graduates might be having adjusting to their 
new jobs, the question of personality development was intro¬ 
duced, and the graduates were asked if they bolieved a course 
in personality development should be introduced in high school* 
On tha following pages cure the results of these questions. 
Suggestions for Adjusting the Holyoke High School Com¬ 
mercial Coarse to the Meeds of the Community — The graduates 
were asked if more time should be spent on the skill subjects 
such as Stenography, Bookkeeping, Typewriting, and Office Mach¬ 
ines* Out of one hundred thirty-four replies, sixty-nine said 
"No,* and sixty-five said."Yes.* This is so close that one 
would hesitate to draw a conclusion. From conversation with 
the graduates, however, it would seem that they did not have 
any trouble doing the stenographic, typewriting, or bookkeep¬ 
ing work. We, in the Commercial Department, feel that suffi¬ 
cient time is allowed for the skill subjects. 
The graduates were asked if they thought more time in the 
Commercial Course should be devoted to subjects having a cul¬ 
tural value. Out of one hundred thirty-four replies to this 
question, seventy-seven indicated that they did not feel the 
need of more subjects of this nature. Fifty-six graduates 
felt the addition of more subjects of a cultural nature would 
have value* 
None of the graduates signified that they had trouble ad¬ 
justing to business, yet out of one hundred thirty-four replies 
one hundred eleven thought a course in Personality Development 
should be introduced at Holyoke High School* The course given 
in Secretarial Office Practice for seniors electing the Stenog¬ 
raphic Course should take care of this. 
Other Suggestions Made by the Graduate^ — On the follow¬ 
ing page is a list of other suggestions made by the graduates. 
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OTHER SUGGESTIONS MAPS BY GRADUATES 
Suggestions Humber 
More study of English grammar, vocab- 
* * i • - * « 
ulai^y building, writing of business 
letters, and word study 
More electrical equipment in high 
school 
- i • I | • <v 
Make both bookkeeping and stenography 
compulsory for all commercial stu¬ 
dents 
Wider use of Dictaphone in school 
Allow more time in Commercial Course 
for election of languages 
Arrange for actual business experience 
while pupils are in high school 
practice on use of telephone 
Give course on manners and etiquette 
for the boys 
In Bookkeeping practice, spend more time 
on automotive industry 
Give course in Penmanship 
Have leaders in business address pupils 
In Stenography classes, have various pu¬ 
pils dictate so as to accustom pupils 
to changes in voice, speed, etc* 
Suggesting 
14 
5 
4 
3 
3 
8 
8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Qin.a aisaxTi-CKS uadd by g&.duaij^ continue 
bu^estiona Number Stt&'-,oatinfl 
In Typewriting classes, practice making 
letters with several carbon copies I 
Allow more use of eraser in school so 
as to improve ability to erase neat¬ 
ly and without loss of time 1 
Teach use of titenotype 1 
Drill pupils on following directions 
implicitly 1 
Make field trips into business 1 
Eliminate Geogruplv from Commercial 
Course 1 
I4ake two years of Typewriting compul¬ 
sory 
Have smaller classes in commercial 
subjects 
Use more visual aids 
Teach use of slide rulo 
Teach more Cost Accounting 
Show pupils how to make minor repairs 
on typewriters 
More practice on use of duplicating 
machines 
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Other . questions Ifeda by the Graduates — iTroo th© pro- 
coding table, it d4» be seen that suggestion® for change® in 
'. ' ‘Y ' % * \ ’ • 'S(f 
the beglisb coursa Uft4 the list, a® stated previously* the 
graduates rs&li&s that thay luck ability to state their 
thoughts clearly and in good dnglish* They tool* too* that 
they lack ability to write a business latter which will at* 
. • . 7 ' * * ♦ .» * 
tract business to their firsts* ibis stttpsUos is worthy of 
attention and call® tor loss ukouwoii to the collage entrance 
requirement® » ana jaore to the typs of .n&lisk neodeu for avary- 
day living# 
live fonsor ^i« su^oetow that the iiolyok© High School 
Codi'-orcial bapartcaant purchase caorc electrical equipment* At 
the present tine* holyoke is eacona to none in thro onsi of 
the state* dcvaral of the latest* ssst nodom pieces of 
equipment hove dean auheu to the Cof&jsrstaX topofliolitt 
lour pupils suggostod tanking both stenography and book* 
Jteapii^t conpulaory for all coaster® iul students. AS stated 
before* it is now possible for CMSiUl students to elect 
both* but aims it laakas a very heavy schedule to ©loot both* 
only the best students should Wl« loth st^graphy »**6 bee¬ 
keeping* 
g few people suggested aaore os a of Ik* His iaphons* but 
since t.iare is but one Hictaphanc* that is iaposalbls* *hsn* 
too, taro arc only a fasr businesses in Kolyokc aoktog us© 
> of this aaciiino 
. Owio of tho suggestions wore of a practical nature such 
as having different members of tho stcno^praphy classes dic¬ 
tate letters so as to accustom student© to changes in voice, 
speed and mannerisms. This is a good idea, but since nuch 
dictation in shorthand classes is timed, it is difficult 
for pupils to dictate at the proper rate of speed. The Com¬ 
mercial Deportment is at present using records put oat by 
the Gregg Publishing Company to accomplish this. Another 
valuable suggestion was to have leaders in education and 
business address tho student body. From time to time during 
the year outstanding leaders address the student body at 
assembly. In addition, a Caroor Day is hold every year. 
At this time, leaders in tho various industries and pro¬ 
fessions address small groups. Theso people are in a posi¬ 
tion to give tho students valuable information not found in 
any textbook. Another graduate made the suggestion that pu¬ 
pils be taken on field tripe through industry. This was 
tried tills year. A small group of students, both boys and 
girls, were taken through the General Electric Plant. All 
seemed to gain by it. For serious-minded pupils, this is 
valuable, but for many it would turn out to be a holiday. 
One student made the suggestion that commercial classes be 
smaller in else, when this pupil was in high school, the 
classes wore much larger than they are now. This over¬ 
crowding has been remedied now in the high school. 
Qns former pupil mad© the suggestion that minor repair© on the 
typewriter be taught to the pupils. This does not seers advis¬ 
able ©luce a typewriter is a complicated machine, and when 
out of order, it needs expert care, on the other hand, a 
typewriter is a sturdy machine, and it is very seldom that 
one needs repair if it is not abused* 
another graduate suggested that the pupils be aliowea 
to erase more while in high school* In the Typewriting classes 
at Holyoke High School, no erasing is permitted before the 
second semester of the senior year* The reason for this is 
that if pupils are to erase at will they become careless and 
make more errors than if they were held up to higher stan¬ 
dards from the beginning* Certainly, in a half year, a stu¬ 
dent can become proficient at using an eraser and by this 
time, the accuracy habit has become established* 
A Commercial Department must be alert to the trend of the 
ti es. Before training students for jobs, commercial teachers 
must know what jobs are overcrowded, and where there is a de¬ 
mand for a certain type of help* On the following page is a 
table showing the type of jobs held by tha graduates of the 
classes of 194&, 1947, and 1943* 
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TABLE IV 
. 
TYPES OF POSITIONS HELD * * 
t * *■ » 
Description of Work Place Rusher 
General Office Work 1 40 
% 
Stenographic and Secretarial 2 
 ... 29 
Bookkeeping 3 25 
Retail Store Clerk 4 18 
Billing Clerk 5 9 
Payroll Clerk 6 7 
Typist 6 
t • 
7 
Cashier 6 7 
Telephone Operator 7 6 
Factory Worker 8 5 
Calculating Machine Operators 8 5 
Dental Assistant 9 4 
Bank Teller 9 4 
Cost Accountant 9 4 
Dictaphone Operator 9 4 
Invoice Clerk 9 4 
Shipping Clerk 10 3 
Bookkeeping Machine Operator 11 1 
Doctor’s Assistant 11 1 
Hostess 11 1 
Waitress 11 1 
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Holyoke High School is Training for the Job — Based upon 
the information contained in Table IV, it can readily be seen 
that the vast majority of graduates are finding jobs for which 
they are trained* Most of these are in the general office 
work category, such as typists* billing clerks, cashier, etc* 
They signified that they had no trouble adjusting to their 
first job, and were satisfied with the Holyoke High School Com¬ 
mercial Course as it is now being given. Five graduates out of 
this group preferred factory work to office work* The reason, 
’ . 1 * ■ f * 
for the most part, was more pay* On the whole, graduates feel 
that enough time is now spent in high school on skill subjects* 
They are of the opinion that they were capable of filling of- 
« • 
fice positions after graduation from high school* Although 
the graduates did not feel that they were lacking in cultural 
subjects, there is some evidence that business requires more 
than just vocational efficiei»y. Since progress means change, 
a student must be so educated that he can adjust himself to 
changes* This would not be possible if he were trained for 
one position only* He must have a broad background in order 
to enable him to meet the requirements of this modern world* 
Although the graduates experienced no difficulty in bridging 
the gap between the classroom and the office, they feel that 
a course in Personality Development would be valuable* They 
would make it possible for a student to elect both Bookkeeping 
and Stenography so as to be trained for all-around office work* 
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The graduates would make the greatest change In the English 
Course* Here, they would change tho course of study to meat 
the requirements of business rather than stressing l&gliah 
in preparation for collage, as the course is now organised* 
To take an inventory of graduates alone would present a 
* - . / 
ono-sidod picture* To get a complete story, it is necessary 
to go to the employers and find out whether or not the gradu¬ 
ates ara meeting their requirements* Therefore, a question¬ 
naire was sent to the employers of these graduates* On the 
following pages will be found the results of this study* 
I 
V 
< * 
0L 
K^SUU'fi OF SUHV2X OF BUSiMa* SXjOUWVSS 
gifegrai.xv 
B3SULT8 OF 503?&)f OF BUSINESS EXECUTIVES 
History of survey — On January 26, 1950, eighty-four 
questlonnair o s were mailed to executives employing commercial 
graduates of the classes of 1946, 1947, and 1948* In addition, 
a letter signed by the principal of the high school accompanied 
this questionnaire asking for cooperation for our mutual bene¬ 
fit. On March 1, 1950, fifty-two questionnaires had been 
filled in and returned. Several executives not only answered 
the questionnaire, but in addition, wrote detailed letters 
. expressing their views in full. 
Since the executives did not answer all questions on the 
questionnaire, it was impossible to obtain fifty-two answers 
to all questions. A few wrote letters instead of answer!*^ 
the questionnaire, therefore, their answers could not be 
added to the figures on the following tables* 
QXt$9 TO WS 11 MUM Oil SX?0OTXV® 
*• to you find the graduates of the Bolyok* High School Com- 
****iai topartront capable of fulfilling their duties In 
your office? 
to they got along wall with others? 
to they viork efficiently; 
tholr uppoar&nco shoe evidence 
of goad grousing? 
to they stow lack of prs^ mUon and 
training in their ©kills? 
are they tlinrnnjih? 
&ro they induatriouc? 
J^etipiis — mo e^cuUvoa, 
on the whole* found the graduates capable of fulfilling their 
duties to offices* A few office ssan&geru, in their 1 otters* 
did Spook about tuo habits and attitudes of youth today* 
u&ilo the young office workers are* for the mot port, wall¬ 
ers joati, courteous* and laid? the tools of their Jo to* none nan- 
* 
agers thought that youth today lacks strength of character* 
They feel that worisers today do not devote thoiaocivao whsto* 
hc&rtodly to their work* This criticise «?aa leveled at the 
younger generation as a whole* and not at Holyoke High to bool 
graduates in particular* Hoot office Managers considered it 
to be the spirit of the tines* 
fos He 
Tes 46 2lo 0 
Xss no 
Too to 
las —g. to J£J> 
Tec JjjP to ^7 
Toe to ,_jr 
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Although one reads many articles written on personality 
clashes experienced in the business world, not one office 
manager mentioned office friction as a difficulty. The office 
managers were unanimous in their opinion that our graduates 
were capable of adjusting properly. Still, these same managers 
were of the opinion that a course on Personality Development 
would be valuable. 
No matter how competent a student might be, unless he 
can make a good impression on his prospective employer, he 
will not get the opportunity to demonstrate his real worth. 
Therefore, the next question asked employers was, "When you 
are hiring your employees, what qualifications do you consider 
most important?" Most employers considered knowledge of sub¬ 
ject matter, personality, and appearance in the order named. 
This seems logical since managers want people who are capable 
of fulfilling their duties, are pleasant to work with, and 
make an attractive appearance. While other character traits 
were named such as dependability, adaptability, industry, etc. 
the three most important, according to the executives, were 
knowledge of subject matter, personality, and appearance. 
In order to show the rating given by business men, it 
would be wise to consider the value attached to the various 
qualities. On the following pages, the results of this ques¬ 
tionnaire are shown. 
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HCALITICX/iYlOagS CC^81X)£Ri£D lKteT IgPOHXuHT BY BUPbQYSBS XN 
2atsan»u» pao-PHcnv-, a-.?i rn- 
^mUtloatXQm First ?laea .oopn Third Plow 
Knowledge of 
bub.lect 
.J» 6 3 
Personality 10 36 8 
Appearance 3 13 f[t 37 
Application to dob 1 
Aptitude 1 1 
attitude i i. ... 
Character 
.i.. 
ladoetry  i 
Initiative 1   
Dependability 3 
Adaptability 
.i ... ....... 
Interest in V/ork 
....1  ...... 
Possibilities for 
Advene oraont i 
Explanation of bcorin^ System — The above figures indicate 
the number of questionnaires returned, and show whether or not 
these executives rated the above characteristics as first, sec¬ 
ond or third. In order to be consistent, the system used in 
evaluating the questionnaires sent to graduates will be used 
- bd 
haro» binco tInara are three ;>ositions, first place will be 
worth three points; second place, Wo points; and third place, 
one point* Xa illustrate; "Knowledge of dubjoct” appear® in 
first on twenty-nine t-uestionmireo. twenty-nine nal- 
tipilod by three would give "Knowledge of dubjoct* eighty- 
aevon points for first position* mere ore six cpiestiotmairos 
giving it second place, so six multiplied by Wo would score 
twelve for second piece* there are eight questionnaires plac¬ 
ing new! edge of subject9 in third position, so eight multi¬ 
plied by one could give a total of eight points for third pa*» 
oition* Pd4 all tliroo scores, and "Knowledge of babjoot'* 
would have a jrund total of one hundred and seven points* 
placing it in first position* this system was used all the 
way through, and "Personality” rated ninety points* "Appear¬ 
ance” rated sixty-two points* thus, "Knowledge of Subject,** 
"personality,* and "Appearance** rated in the order listed* 
On the following page is a chart showing total scores of 
all characteristics* 
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TABLE VI 
SCORE SHEET 
* Jj 1 ' • 1* * 
* • • • •*- *. ‘ | s ‘ * 
Qualifications 
Knowledge of Subject 
Place 
1 
Score 
107 
Personality_ 2 90 
*■•**» 4 » * • .* » ^ .... 
Appearanc e 
-. 3 
* » ■» .. 
> « . , 
Dependability 4 6 
Interest in Work 5 5 
Aptitude 5 5 
Initiative 6 
 3 
Adaptability 
- -* . . • • 
6 3 
Attitude 6 
Application to Job 7 
Character _ 8 i 
Industry 8 
Possibilities tor Advancement,-8  
-i 
. 
* 
h 
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Interpretation of Data in Table VI — Based upon the in¬ 
formation contained in Table VI, it can readily be seen that 
although a thorough knowledge of subject matter is important, 
character traits which make up a pleasant personality are vi¬ 
tal. In addition, pupils must learn to make an attractive ap¬ 
pearance and show evidence of good grooming. From experience, 
most business teachers would agree with this list. When a 
business man calls the high school looking for an office em¬ 
ployee, the first question usually asked is, "Is he intelligent?" 
He does not necessarily mean that the pupil must be on the first 
honor roll, but he does want the best he can get. In addition, 
he wants an employee who is gracious, can meet people, is court¬ 
eous and dependable. He wants an employee who is neat, clean, 
and can make a favorable impression. In addition to these assets, 
dependability, application to job, proper attitudes, interest in 
work are all considered. Vocational training is not enough; 
character is most important. Commercial students, while in high 
school, must be taught habits of work which will make them de¬ 
sirable to any office manager. In addition, they must be taught 
how to make the most of their appearance, and ways to improve 
their personalities. In order to aid the students in taking an 
inventory of themselves, a Personality Inventory is filled in 
each year, and kept on file in the office. In case of any seri¬ 
ous personality defects, the dean talks the matter over with the 
girls; and the guidance director discusses the difficulties with 
the boys. 
In order to get an opinion from office managers on 
whether or not changes should be made in the Holyoke High School 
Commercial Department, the following question was asked all exe¬ 
cutives. 
3. Suggestions for improvement of the Holyoke High School Com¬ 
mercial Department 
Spam more Use on skill subject© 
Give students more of a cultural 
background 
Give course on personality devel¬ 
opment 
QTHEH SUGGEST!OHS 
Thorough mastery of English grammar 
Practice on writing of businoss letters 
Drill on following directions in detail 
Combine bookkeeping and shorthand courses 
Uoro electrical machines in high school 
Training in understanding the problems of 
management such as absenteeism, etc* 
More drill in mathematics 
More time spent on spelling 
More complicated tabulation in typewriting 
classes 
Continue Placement Service 
Hake graduate© feel graduation is commencement 
Tea 34 Ho J3 
Yos 15 Ho J3 
Yes Ho J7 
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nUOTs Uom takjsk rmu letters waxttm by bub in ess executives 
"^irat, the thought that schools give some consideration 
to teaching the basic fundamentals of public relations and 
thoir relation to holding a Job in today*© business world. 
Secondly, so many young people toko their first job 
(girl© in particular) and look upon that Job a© a meal ticket 
and a stepping stone to marriage. There is apparently lit** 
tie sense of obligation to the job or to the employer, or 
too much feeling of personal responsibility for the func¬ 
tions of the Job." —Edward G• Rounds 
Holyoke Savings Bank 
"in connection with any suggestions, it just occurred to 
the writer that it might be a good idea to consider giving a 
short course of instructions to all commercial students rela¬ 
tive to the general set up of business organizations in the 
United states such as the understanding of a corporation, 
partnership, etc., and something about the place of profits 
against sales, as well as invested capital. In this way, you 
can try to present a picture of industry as it contributes 
to tho American standard of living and way of life, and es¬ 
pecially when at the present time, there is a great deal of 
propaganda being spread about which has as its object the 
crippling of the American way and system of doing business." 
—ft. F. Blount 
Hampden Glased Paper and Card Co. 
— 4c — 
, QUOTATIONS TiiKKN FROM LETTERS WRITTEN BY 
BUSINESS EXECUTIVES, continued 
♦‘In addition to filling out your questionnaire, I thought 
it best to write you this letter to say that while we've taken 
on high school students, frankly, v/e prefer to hire more seas¬ 
oned help—older boys and girls. 
Generally speaking, the boy or girl out of school seems 
to want too much—wants to progress too fast—expects to 
start off at a salary more than he or she is worth. 
Again, we found them less serious-minded, less inclined 
to attend to business. They have been more concerned with 
outside interests--the girls with their good time last night 
or the good time tonight--with social activities. 
And again, they seem to be rather independent. They stay 
out for the least pretense, and don't seem to have the sense 
of responsibility that the older girl or boy has, and neither 
are they as industrious as a more seasoned employee." 
. v • * r • 
—A. H. Sampson 
White & Wyckoff Mfg. Co. 
"The girls seem to have a sufficient personality devel¬ 
opment, and their actual typing skill is generally good. 
Their appearance is adequately taken care of. However, the 
common lack that appears very important to us in this office 
is the fact that practically none of the girls entering cleri¬ 
cal employment here in the early years after graduation have 
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^UOTnTiOm Ts'.KJH FROM i-STfERS WBITfEH BY 
BUSINESS EX GUiXV^, continued 
an adequate vocabulary, and it is noticeable that they possess 
little or no knowledge of word derivation and word structure 
which are tremendous handicaps and which make their amalgama¬ 
tion into the work of the office a very long and arduous pro¬ 
cess in most instances." 
—deorge E. Murphy 
Mass. Dept, of Public V/elf are 
Springfield, Mass. 
"It seems to mo that as long as the secretary is capable 
of improving what she learns at school, the most important 
characteristics are willingness to work, ability to learn, and 
the exorcise of a good imagination which ultimately develops 
into taking responsibility automatically.1* 
—Daniel E. Burbank, dr. 
Brooks, arson & Burbank 
Attorneys 
"Absenteeism is our problem. Hardly a day goes by but 
one or two of our employees are out." 
-Childs Shoe Store 
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Soggostlona from Executives on Improving the Holyoke 
hoo1 Commercial Course — .Although office managers 
found, on the whole, that graduate© could fit into their of¬ 
fices with the vocational training which they had received in 
high school, they were of tho opinion that mo re training would 
increase their efficiency* They would prefer training be¬ 
yond the Job* Office managers desire employees with a broad, 
cultural background, but on tho other hand, they must be ef- 
ficient and capable workers* Employee© are wanted who can pay 
attention to detail, follow directions carefully, and who will 
take an interest in their work* Office managers agree with 
the graduates in one respect. Doth groups feel the lac!: of 
training in onglish grammar, and in letter writing. They de¬ 
plore the inaccuracies in spelling and grammar evidenced by 
public school graduates today. They believe there should be 
more drill In the fundamentals of mathematics. Since English 
and ha thematic© are the foundation upon which any further edu¬ 
cation must be built, it seems that there is need for reor¬ 
ganisation in both of these major fields. 
One office manager suggested that more practice bo given 
in the typowriting classes to tho setting up of difficult tab¬ 
ulation. 1’his is an excellent suggestion and it will bo acted 
upon. 
Another valuable suggestion was that the Holyoke High 
ochooi Commercial Department add more electrical equipment to 
its Office Machines Coarse* Daring the past year, several 
new electric models have baen added* At the present time, 
as stated before, the Holyoke High School Commercial Depart¬ 
ment is equal to any high school in the western part of the 
state as far as its up-to-date office equipment is concerned* 
Continue Placement service — Another executive suggested 
continuing the Placement Service which was discontinued in 
1949* For a period of several years. Hr* geo Joyce, a mem¬ 
ber of the Commercial Department, was in complete charge of 
the placement of our graduates* He did an excellent piece of 
work interviewing both employers and employees, and keeping 
placement records of graduates* It was a full-time job, and 
was of invaluable assistance to executives* It was discon¬ 
tinue- S3 an economy move in 1949* 
Course in Personality Training auKKOsted — Although per¬ 
sonnel men were apparently experiencing no difficulty with 
personality flaws, they still felt that a course in Personal¬ 
ity Development would be helpful. They found some graduates 
lacking in initiative, reliability, and accuracy even though 
they wore courteous, and able to get along with co-workers in 
tho office* A course is given during the senior year at 
Holyoke High Dchool called Secretarial Office Practice which 
should cover the subject of personality development very 
thoroughly* As stated before, this course includes a study 
of proper office conduct, improving one*© personality, good 
grooming, etc* 
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absanteel sm, gno of the Problems of Eana&eaant — a few 
executives a poke of tho great loos of time and money due to 
absenteeism, and suggeetod that the school attack the problem* 
However, the schools are faced with the identical problem* 
scan the essence report of any high school end note the me* or— 
/ 
ous absence©, many of which are needless. Sit*?© this seem© to 
be a national failing, this problem should be attacked both in 
the home and in the schools, bince the parents are very of ton 
to blame for some of the absenteeism of their children, perhaps 
through cooperation of Parent-Teachers hsaociations and school 
authorities, the attendance record could bo improved. If ef¬ 
ficient habits of work were acquired in school, these same ha¬ 
bits would carry over into industry when these pupils reached 
working age and entered business or industry. 
Problems of the Business Teacher — On the whole, the 
graduates are doing an efficient Job. But, the business teach¬ 
er must bo constantly on the alert to guard against some of the 
deficiencies of modern youth. Young people are inclined to be 
thoughtless and they must ba taught correct conduct under vari¬ 
ous conditions* Many young people pa©s in work in school which 
would not be acceptable in a business office* The teacher must 
guard against inaccurate work and must enueavor to instill with¬ 
in the pupils a desire to turn out a high grade of work* Insuf¬ 
ficient volume of work may cause young workers to lose their 
jobs* Commercial students must be trained to make every sheet 
of pap:?r count, and not to fill the waste paper banket v/ith 
spoiled copies. They must be taught efficient business habits 
such a© taking care of their equipment, checking work carefully 
keeping neat and accurate reports, and rendering adequate ser- 
vice. As far os possible, the business teacher should demand 
the same qualities and characteristics of her students as is 
demanded in the business world. Therefore, the business teach¬ 
er must keep in close contact with the business world so that 
she is familiar with the demands of business. 
how that inventory has been taken of the requirements of 
business and the demands of some of the graduates of the 
Holyoke High bchool Commercial Department, it would seem logi¬ 
cal to evaluate the Holyoke High School Commercial Department 
and sec if it measures up to the standards set up by business. 
Therefore, the next step will be to restate the problem, and 
draw conclusions from this survey. 

h=V„\L 
or abb Qmcummm 
croblea — The problem attempted via* to 
avdunte the liolyo,k& High school Cosaorciai Deportment* Tut# 
preplan ©as atu#M from two viewpoints* the employer# and 
ttw employees. 
-wwncl.aflipn#jfejjiB_from 4hi# ~urvov — Tills study ha# dom~ 
onatratod that the uolyake High Lchool Commercial Deportment 
Is aparentiy meeting the needs of the community* Both grad*# 
atoa and ox cutlvos hove signified they are satisfied, on the 
©hole, with the course of study a# it is now Being given* 
However, la order to so progressive, a course of study oust 
be pliable and It mist change with condition#* 
loo frequently, w# find school# giving little thought to 
the people they serve* The business executive# are our beat 
cos toners* lo mist supply their demands. if ©a want them to 
Mr# our graduates, wo must comply with their standards of 
morkm It is the duty of any commercial department to listen 
to thoir suggestions# 
Lore Drill on <mlloh (hrejaaar ^ungastM — This survey 
has shown that both jpr&duotea and executives feel the need of 
sore urili on ..nglieh grammar. This could be accomplished by 
altering the present course of study for Commroiml English 
classes. By eliminating some of the work in literature, 
more time could be spent on essential# for commercial students# 
Ujcso of this ties© could be used for practice in the art of 
letter writing, drill in t$r,-jmzr§ ©polling, am syllabication. 
In the no is, revised edition of Oregg Lhorthand, practice 1© 
eivon in the essentials of ngliah &raoaar# so perhaps tills 
deficiency in toowlodga of ngiish gremar will he improved 
within a short tine. 
iiosirc,, ^PTMe^fur .More_,;:<0c in speech — Since tsany 
of the graduates expressed a desire to study mere Speech, it 
would be logical to alloc speech as on elective during all 
thro* years at high school, strong lessors should he brought 
to bear on all a tub ants in order to encourage thorn to study 
speech. Sane teachers fool that Speech should bo o&de co&pal-» 
. 
sory for all students as ©hen it is given as an elective, 
those who should elect it, do not. bino a business workers 
mat mot the public, ail car&aarciai students naat have the 
ability to converse easily and graciously. 
Lore Praties In ^athooutlos — iooe office managers in* 
dlcato.* c desire to have the scliool© teach acre aattmsUfift* 
Lost teachers feel that the present generation is weak in the 
fa dsnasltalc of mthorn tics. Bookkeeping teachers complain 
that they can not cover the work in Bookkeeping as part of 
their lino is ©pent in teaching the fundamentals of arithmetic* 
It would scan desirable to pcs tpane the teaching of Bookkeeping 
to tlie eleventh year. At the present tine. Bookkeeping 1© 
taught tn the tenth year* If a course in bonorsi SSatheiaatlM 
coaid bo introduced in the tenth year in the place of Bookkeep¬ 
ing, it would save time for the c on erciai teacher# This course 
in aeneral Mathematics should review the fundamental processes, 
teach interest and discount, explain profits and losses, and 
give some practice in the reading of graphs and charts* It 
y 
would seem that by giving this course in Oeneral Mathematics 
during the tenth year, that enough tl e could bo saved so that 
Bookkeeping could be taught daring the eleventh and twelfth 
years, instead of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth as it is now 
being taught. This would slim note one year of bookkeeping and 
give a better background to the bookkeeping student* 
Course in Calcamanshlp &u ^ost[Cd — In order to meet the 
needs of the group of graduates who work in retail stores, it 
would be a good idea to offer, as an elective, Salesmanship 
in both the eleventh and twelfth years. This would take care 
of tho group which does not wish to enroll in the Distributive 
Occupations Course, but which definitely needs some t?ork in 
Laleamanahip* This could be offered for one semester, followed 
in the second semester by Consumer Education, or Commercial 
Law, both subjects having some social-business value. 
Heed for a general Clerical Course — There is a need for 
a Oeneral Clerical Course for those \?ho do not qualify for the 
Bookkeeping or stenographic divisions* btudents who have less 
than a average in Jaglish are not advised to eleot the 8ten«* 
ographic Course. In the Bookkeeping Course, only those who rs~ 
Ww *** 
ccivud a "B" in Bookkeeping I are recommended for Bookkeeping II* 
£he percentage of pupils falling into these two groups is small , 
therefore, many pupils must take the General Course, and finally 
are graduated without being trained for any particular position* 
Bose of these people would make good office machine workers* 
/ 
ihey are steady, reliable, and earnest, but lack mental ability* 
If it wore possible to take some of these pupils and train them 
in e field for which they have shovm an aptitude, they would 
moke efficient workers. For instance, in many largo offices, 
girls often work all day running off etencils on mimeograph 
machines* This requires little ability; in fact, someone 
with a high X. would probably find this Job monotonous• 
i* girl with less ability could be taught this Job find would 
not find it so dull* Salesmanship could be taught in this 
curriculum, as well as Consumer Education, and Business Law* 
This would give a more general education, but at the same time 
would train general office workers, and retail store clerks* 
dines most of the work demanded in a business office is of the 
General Office kork type, this type of course would be answer* 
ing a need of business, and at the same time would meet the 
demands of a large group of pupils* 
Heed for a Broad* Cultural Background — Since no one can 
predict what position a graduate is going to take, each gradu¬ 
ate mist ha?e a broad, cultural backgrouid* In addition, a 
eojatssruial student must bo trained carefully in the speclflo 
skills of business. He must have an under ouuHiing of the 
oper< iion of business, end of the problems of Mfiffmfit as 
wall as labor* iie must be an officiant marker* He mast bo 
trustworthy, reliable, end prompt. *e have been discussing 
wimt business donands of the office worker, bat © inee busi¬ 
ness take© bat ei&ht hours of the worker*o day, prevision 
aa.:t bo made in the Coianaroial Coarse of Itady to provide 
for outside inter on to for caonereial students. vhilo at 
iiolyoks High aooool, a conrae?cial student is eligible for 
all clubs, athletics, art, and outie. In this way, a com¬ 
mercial student may find an outlet for his energise which 
will help him in later life. The planners of any curricaltsa, 
whether It be CoaDercial or Collado, au. t be constantly on 
the alert if they are to prepare students to meet the change 
ing conditions of life. 
APPENDICES 
COKMERCIAL CUARICULUE 
Dii-CHIPTIOli OF CONTEST OF COBKERCIAL COURSE 
womiomiAiaa sent to obaduates 
FGLLOL-UP CARO SENT TO OBADOATES 
tUiSTIONNAIRS SENT TO EXECUTIVES 
LETTER ASKINO EXECUTIVES FOR COOPERATION 
Hours 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Z 
5 
W 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
speech 
step 
Spanish X 
FOOuS 
5 
5 
** ** 
r 
ca^^^asjjvL euRaicuain 
Stenographic Course 
9 th Year 
Subjoct 
English IB 
Junior Business training 
Arithmetic 
General science 
Gym 
Shop (Boys; or 
Foods or Clothing (Girls) 
10th Year 
English IIB 
Bookkeeping I 
Industrial Geography 
typewriting I 
Oys 
Music 
Uth,yosc 
English I1XB 
Stenography I 
Credits 
5 
5 
a 
5 
1 
2 1/2 
2o l/2 
5 
5 
5 
2 1/2 
T§T7£ 
Clothing 
Art 
Band 
Orchestra 
5 
S 
5 
5 
5 
2 
W 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
27 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
5 
- w7 * 
Stenographic Coarse 
11th Year, continued 
Subject 
Typewriting II 
U. S« History 
Business Arithmetic 
Gym 
12th Year 
English IVB 
Stenography II 
Typewriting III 
Calculating Machines 
Secretarial Office Practice 
Gym 
Bookkeeping Course 
9th Yeer 
English IB 
Junior Business Training 
ATi thine tic 
General Science 
Gym 
Shop (Boys) or 
Clothing or Foods (Girls) 
Credits 
2 1/2 
5 
5 
1_ 
23 1/2 
5 
5 
2 1/2 
2 1/2 
5 
JL_ 
21 
5 
5 
5 
5 
1 
2 1/2 
23 ifz 
5a 
Hours 
5 
5 
5 
5 
* » 
2 
25- 
Speech 
Shop 
Foods 
Art 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2 
22 
Bookkeeping Course 
10th Year 
Subject 
English IIB 
Bookkeeping I 
Industrial Geography 
Typewriting I 
Gym 
Elect One 
11th Year 
English IIIB 
Bookkeeping II 
Business Arithmetic 
U. S. History 
Gym 
Elect One 
Stenography I 
General Biology 
12th Year 
5 
5 
Credits 
5 
5 
5 
2 1/2 
JL_ 
18 1/2 
Band 
Orchestra 
Clothing 
Music 
5 
5 
5 
5 
2l 
Typewriting II 
5 
5 
5 
English IVB 
Bookkeeping III 
Business Law and Economics 5 
Bookkeeping Course 
lath Yet-r. coptinusd 
Hours sablecjt Credits 
5 Calculating Machines s i/a 
ZZ 
Gya 
ii“i7£ 
T , 
Sleet one • 
V , 
Stenography II Typewriting III 
General Biology "• * •* * 
THE COMIiEBSIAL DEPARTMENT 
Description of Content of Courses 
A prepared subject is one having outside preparation; an 
unprepared subject is one having no outside assignments# 
Arithmetic I — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared* 
Grade XX; practical problems of modern business, bookkeep 
ing, and simple economics; provides for individual differ 
ences* 
Bookkeeping 1 — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared* 
Grade X; covers simple journalizing, posting, trial bal¬ 
ance, special journals, and business forms; one business 
set used# 
Bookkeeping II — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared# 
Grade XX; advanced practice of Bookkeeping 1; adjustment 
entries, deferred charges, fixed assets, accruals, com¬ 
bined cash journals, cash register as bookkeeping aid; 
calculation of interest and discount; entries for notes, 
drafts, and trade acceptances; controlling accounts, ele¬ 
mentary principles of partnership. Prerequisite: Book¬ 
keeping I 
Bookkeeping III — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared* 
Grade XXI, advanced practice continuing from Bookkeeping 
II; covers corporations, manufacturing accounting, and 
analysis of reports* Prerequisite: Bookkeeping II 
Buslness Arithine t i c — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared. 
Grade XI; provides practice on the four fundamentals and 
application to business; emphasizes the vocational char¬ 
acter of the subject. 
Calculating Machines and Filing — 
(Filing is prepared; Calculating Machines is unprepared) 
Filing is combined with Secretarial Office Practice, 
therefore, is a prepared subject — 5 hours, 5 credits. 
Calculating Machines is unprepared — 5 hours, 2 1/2 
credits. Given in Grade XII; instruction in various 
systems of filing; use of directories, guides, etc., 
instructs in correct office behavior and social conduct. 
The Filing and the Secretarial Office Practice Course at¬ 
tempts to groom the seniors for their commencement into 
the business world. 
The Calculating Machine Course gives instruction and 
practice in the use of standard calculating machines, 
both manual and electric. Experience on the use of the 
duplicating machines is obtained in this class. 
Industrial and Physical Geography — 5 hours, 5 credits, pre¬ 
pared. Grade X; studies natural, climatic, industrial 
United States regions; features commodities, and human 
use of soils, native vegetation and minerals; various 
nationals; customs and habits of the people. 
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Junior Business Training — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared# 
Grade IX; study of business principles and activities; 
emphasizes moral growth; character formation; develop¬ 
ment of an attractive personality# An exploratory 
course# 
Stenography I — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared# 
Grade XI; covers principles and rules of Gregg Shorthand. 
Develops ability to read and write simple dictation up to 
60 words per minute. Students who elect Stenography I 
must have in English, and must make a good score on 
the Turse Prognostic Test# 
Stenography II — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared. 
Grade XII; develops ability to read and write shorthand 
up to ISO words per minute; ability to transcribe mail- 
able letters, emphasizing placement, spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, and syllabication# 
Typewriting I — 5 hours, 2 1/2 credits, unprepared. 
Grade X; develops mastery of typing technique and key¬ 
board; ability to write paragraphs, simple tabulations, 
and business letters. Develops speed of at least 25 
words per minute. 
Typewriting IX — 5 hours, 2 1/2 credits, unprepared. 
Grade XI; advances Typewriting I; stresses business let¬ 
ters, manuscript copy, rough drafts, difficult tabulation, 
legal documents. Speed — 40 words per minute. Prere¬ 
quisite: Typewriting I 
Typewriting III — 5 hours, 2 1/2 credits, unprepared• 
Grade XXI; develops transcription; experience on the use 
of the Dictaphone, duplicating machines, and electric 
typewriter. Non-ste nographic students may elect Type¬ 
writing III if they have had Typewriting II. These non- 
stenographic students do not have transcription, but 
work on the dictaphone, duplicating machines, and do 
general typewriting work. Speed: 50 words per minute* 
Typewriting for Personal Use — 3 hours a week one semester; 
and Z hours a week, second semester — 1 1/2 credits. 
Grade X; college preparatory students; covers mastery of 
keyboard; entails knowledge of arrangement of material; 
college notebooks, personal correspondence, short busi¬ 
ness letters; manuscript typing, manifolding, typing 
of a thesis. Speed: 25 words per minute. 
English I — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared. 
Grade IX; covers fundamentals of correct grammatical 
usage; spelling, punctuation, and mechanics of writing; 
the paragraph as the unit of thought expression; reading 
for skill in speed and comprehension; a study of standard 
forms of literature through reading of representative 
works of established literary merit; remedial work given 
to those nesuing it. 
English XI — b hours, 5 credits, prepared* 
Grade X; study of fundamentals of correct grammatical 
usage, review and advanced study, specialized forms of 
Composition; figures of speech, spelling, punctuation 
and other mechanics of writing, review and advanced 
study; organization and resources of the Public Library; 
organisation of material in v?riting related paragraphs; 
oral English; correct and effective speech; reading 
skills; study of standard types of literature of proven 
literary merit; individual attention given to those hav¬ 
ing difficulty by transferring them to classes in Reme¬ 
dial English until deficiency is made up. 
English III — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared. 
Grade XI; study of fundamentals of correct grammatical 
usage, review and advanced practices of specialized forms 
the standard business letter, review of the mechanics of 
writing; vocabulary building; organization of ideas, re¬ 
lated paragraphs in more sustained composition; unity, 
coherence, and emphasis in the composition as a whole; 
reading of more mature literary forms; novel, drama, 
poetry, biographical essay, and informal essay, importance 
of correct and effective speech; remedial work given as 
needed 
• — fib *• 
English IV — 5 hours, 5 creuits, prepared. 
Grade XIX; Review of fundamentals of grammar; study of 
business letter and its importance in all walks of life; 
study and practice of techniques of oral and written ex¬ 
pression in a more mature style; emphasis on effective, 
as well as, correct expression; review of mechanics of 
written expression; vocabulary building for oral and 
written expression, and for reading comprehension; or¬ 
ganization of ideas according to a logical development; 
importance of a topic outline as a vehicle for develop¬ 
ing sustained treatment of a subject; the "source theme" 
as a crystallization of all previous training in princi¬ 
ples of written expression; the use of library resources 
for research topics; reading current periodical litera¬ 
ture; study of more mature specimens of literary types; 
novel, drama, poetry, formal and informal essay; reme¬ 
dial work given when needed. Prerequisite — English III. 
United States History — 5 hours, 5 credits, prepared. 
Compulsory for all students. May be chosen either in 
Grade XI, or Grade XII, 
A study of the growth, problems, struggles, principles, 
ideals, and attainments of the American people; under¬ 
standing of American expansion in territory, commerce, 
industry, government, culture, and social consciousness; 
United States History, continued — 
study of civil government under the Constitution and of 
the structure and function of state and municipal organ¬ 
ization; history of aviation# 
Physical Education — 2 hours, 1 credit. 
All required to participate, unless excused by a doctor* 
6? 
HOLYOKE HIGH SCHOOL 
Holyoke, Massachusetts 
In order to keep our Commercial Department operating efficiently, this 
questionnaire Is being sent to you. Won’t you please cooperate by filling 
this out, and mailing Maraedlately? Thank you. 
NAMb CUSS OF 19 _ 
Please list below the firms for whom you have worked, your employer, and 
the type of work done since j^aduation from Holyoke High School. 
pmc s of mpwmhm hams type of work 
X. What subjects, studied at liolyoke High Bchool, did you find useful on 
the job? (If possible, number according to importance. Put *1* next to 
most important subject, "2* next to subject second in importance, etc.) 
( ) Math. ( ) History ( ) Ctenog. ( ) German ( ) Geography 
( ) English ( ) Type. ( ) Filing ( ) Spanish ( ) Com. Law 
( ) Lcierce ( ) Of. Machines ( ) Bkkg. ( ) Sales. ( ) Chemistry 
( ) Shop ( ) House, Leon. ( ) French ( ) Speech ( ) Biology 
2. What subjects, not studied at Holyoke High School, do you think might 
have helped you on the job? (Please chock) 
( ) Math. ( ) History ( ) Stenog. ( ) German ( ) Geography 
( ) English ( ) Type. ( ) Filing ( ) Spanish ( ) Cora. Law 
( ) Soience ( ) Of. Machines ( ) Bkkg. ( ) Sales. ( ) Chemistry 
( ) bhop ( ) House. Leon* ( ) French ( ) Speech ( ) Biology 
Suggestions for adjusting the Holyoke High School Commercial Course to 
the needs of the community 
Spend more time on skill subjects Yes ,mmmm No m 
Give students more of a cultural background Tes -Ho ., 
Give course on personality development Tes 
OTHER SUGGESTIONS: ( pie ass ) 
«* CCi *+ 
COPY or POSY CARD 
6®Y AS A FOLLOW-UP 
on ttfPS&TXQNKAXRB *10 GRADUATES 
Holyoke* Massachusetts 
January 18* 1950 
Ton* t you help make the survey of the class of 19 ^ a 
* •. v . * ' * ,*•..■■ • . * 
complete success by filling in the questionnaire which was 
{;• W5 ** V • . / '•* , f 
sent to you a few weeks agov 
,*s would appreciate your cooperation very much* 
HOLYG&S HIGH SCHOOL 
Commercial Department 
Per 
HH 
69 
^UgGfXOHNAXRE, FOR ^CDCUTIVSS 
X* No you rind til© graduates of the Holyoke High School Commercial De¬ 
partment capable of fulfilling their duties in your office? 
Do they get along well with others? 
Are they dependable? 
/ 
Do they work efficiently? 
lire they courteous? 
Doe© their appearance ©how evidence of 
good grooming? 
Do they show lack of preparation and train¬ 
ing in their skills? Ye© ^ o
 
S3
 
I
 
Are they thorough? 
* 
Yae ^ _ Ho 
j\re they industrious? Ye© ^ 
— No 
2 m Vi hen you are hiring your employees, what qualifications do you con¬ 
sider moot important? If possible, number these qualifications in 
order of importance, as 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
Knowledge of subject Ye© ^ No 
Personality Yes ^> - NO 
Appearance Ye© — m No 
(List any additional quaiificatioris you think important) 
Yob 
Yes 
Yes 
Ye© 
Ye© 
HO 
no 
Ho 
23© 
m 
Yes Ho 
3. Suggestions for improvement of the Holyoke High School Commercial 
Department 
Spend more time on skill subjects Yes Ho ^ 
Give students more of a cultural background Ye© mmmt No ^ 
Give course on personality development Yes —„ Ho w 
(Please list any suggestions you have) 
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COPY OF JUStTEH 
ACCOUPAHYIHG wUKSiXOllHAXHS 
TO BUbiK.Idb EXECUTIVES 
January £0, 1950 
American Writing Paper Co., las* 
9 Main 5t. 
Holyoke, Massacbasetts 
Attention; Per so mol Manager 
Gentlemen: 
Increasing overhead costs make it essential that your office 
help be well prepared in the classroom before coining to work 
for you* be are trying to do the host we can to insure this 
proper training, by changing our subject matter and equip¬ 
ment whenever it seems advisable, hoping we can help you cut 
down oft'ice costs* 
I,© need your help in making proper adjustments in the class¬ 
rooms to keep abreast of the continuous changes being made 
in office procedure, dome of this help will be the result 
of any information you can give us in filling out the en¬ 
closed questionnaire. 
a copy of this paper is being sent to employers oi our grad¬ 
uates of the last three years. This follow-up information 
from the employer is invaluable in assisting us to set up 
our course for teaching future office trainees. 
A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience in return¬ 
ing this paper to us. 
Very truly yours, 
H01Y0KM HIGH SCHOOL 
Enclosures 2 
(Signed) H. J. Fitzpatrick 
Frineipal 
Approved by 
/ t 
Date 

